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Abstract. It is increasing interested in the introduction of an express train to enhance the competitiveness of the railway.

If the express train would be introduced in a certain line on which only local trains run, sidetrack is needed for the

express train to overtake local train. In addition, it is also very important to properly set the sidetracking time of local

train in terms of ensuring safety of rail traffic flows. This paper explains the calculation method of safety sidetracking

time for the local train on the shunting station using the blocking rime model. And then, a case study shows the

operation of the mixed train traffic using overnight-staying track of SMRT Line 6. It includes the estimation of safety

sidetracking time for local train and the possible operation plan for the conflict-free local & express traffic flows.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, introduction of express trains attracts attention to

improve the competitiveness of railroad. If express trains are

introduced into the local train-only line, sidetracking line for lo-

cal trains is required for overtaking operation of express trains

and safe sidetracking time of local trains should be appropri-

ately determined in order to ensure efficient use of track ca-

pacity and safe train flow.

Sidetracking time of local trains is determined to give a cer-

tain value to safe arrival/departure headway between trains as

shown in Fig. 1. In the actual railroad operation, however, side-

tracking time varies for each sidetracking point according to

train sequence, position of a turnout, signaling system, blocking

length, turnout passing speed, etc..
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Fig. 1 Application example of safe sidetracking time

This paper intends to describe how to calculate safe side-

tracking time of local train in sidetracking stops by using

blocking time and blocking time stairway model. Next, safe

sidetracking time of local train in case of mixed operation of

slow and express trains by using overnight staying tracks of

SMRT Line 6 is estimated as a case study and a method of

mixed operation without conflicts is proposed.

2. Blocking Time Model

2.1 Blocking Time and Blocking Time Stairway
[3]

For effective management of railroad capacity, analysis

model is required which can accurately describe how railroad

infrastructure is used for operation in the course of train

movement. One of these analysis models is blocking time

model.

Blocking time is total time taken for one train to occupy ex-

clusively and pass section of track1). Therefore, another train is

blocked to enter this track section for this time. Blocking time

continues from the time a train is granted movement authority

to enter the blocked section to the time the train has passed the

section and entire signal system returns to normal state.

Therefore, occupying time of blocked section is longer than the

actual occupying time of this section. For lineside signal, block-

ing time of this section consists of time elements as shown in

Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 blocking time of a block section [3, p.4]

1) For example, there are blocked sections, interlocked routes, etc.

T = T1 + T2 + T3 + T4 + T5 + T6

T : Blocked Occupying Time

T1 : Route Setting Time

T2 : Signal Check Time(Time to check aspect information

of the signal which provides approach direction for the

signal installed at the entrance of the blocked section

which a train will enter)

T3 : Approach Time(Time for a train to move from the sig-

nal which provides approach direction to the signal at

the entrance of the blocked section which the train will

enter)

T4 : Occupying Time of Blocked Section

T5 : Clearing Time of Blocked Section(Overlap + Clear

Time for Train Length)

T6 : Clear Time for Blocked Section Route

For cab signal, the basic principle is the same as lineside

signal but the approach time is time for the train to pass the

braking distance shown by the cab signal system. Blocking

time of all blocked sections in a certain line is shown as block-

ing time stairway in the time-distance diagram. Minimum head-

way for two preceding/following trains is determined by pre-

venting the overlap of train blocking time at any point within

the operation section and making them contact to each other.

Fig. 3 Blocking time stairway of two trains following each

other, minimum line headway and signal headway of

critical block section [3, p.5]
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2.2 Approach Time of Multi-Aspect/Multi-Blocking Signal

System[2]

Blocking signal system can be classified into multi-aspect

signal and multi-blocking signal. Understanding this classi-

fication is important to calculate blocking time, specifically, ap-

proach time. For three-aspect blocking signal systems, a train

receives three, consecutive signals of clear, approach and stop

when it approaches a stop signal. Generally, this three-aspect

signal system is linked with two blocking signal systems. It

means that all signals can show all of three signal aspects and

therefore, information of the two blocked section in forward di-

rection is provided (refer to Fig. 4B) But, three-aspect signal

system can be implemented as two aspect signal and it can be

implemented by installing assist signals at the starting point of

forward braking distance for all blocking signals. (refer to Fig.

4 A)

Fig. 4 Different kinds of 3-aspects block signaling [2, p.4]

Block signals can show stop/pass and assist signals can

show approach/clear signal. Therefore, a train approaching a

stop blocking signal receives three consecutive signal aspects of

clear, approach and stop as mentioned above. But, this signal

arrangement is a single signal system, not two blocking signal

system. The blocking signals provides information on forward

blocked section but aspects of the assist signal cannot provide

information on the next blocking signal. As approach time is a

part of blocked occupying time, approach aspect time has to be

given as late as possible. Otherwise, it may decrease track

capacity. The approach time starts at the time of passing the as-

sist signal in a single blocking signal system and it starts when

the front of a train passes the blocking signal just before the

blocking signal which is located at the starting point of a

blocked section which the train will enter in double blocking

signal system.

In four-aspect blocking signal system, a train receives four

consecutive signal aspects when it approaches the stop signal.

In this signal system, the driver will get information on three

blocked sections in forward direction. This means that this sig-

nal system has three-blocking signal system as a basic

principle. Decision on from which signal the approach time

starts is an important matter when analyzing the blocking time

of a line to which four-aspect signal system. The start point of

approach time depends on train speed and braking distance.

From a signal which shows 'warning' aspect, the driver will get

information that the next signal will show 'stop' aspect.

For a train which has braking distance longer than the

length of a blocked section or if train speed is higher than the

speed specified by 'warning' aspect, approach time starts when

the train passes the 'warning' aspect signal (refer to Fig. 5 A).

On the contrary, if braking distance does not exceed the length

of blocked section or train speed is lower than the speed speci-

fied by 'warning' aspect, approach time starts from the 'ap-

proach' signal. (refer to Fig. 5 B) Staggered speed signaling has

disadvantage that a train should slow down to specified speed

but it is very useful in a line with short blocked section.

Fig. 5 4-aspects signaling with an approach aspect or ap-

proach limited speed aspect [2, pp.5~6]

2.3 Overlap[2]

Block overlap is a common safety element which is ap-

plied to railroad that operates high-density passenger trains.

The aim of block overlap is to protect trains from an over-

speed train which has not stopped before 'stop' signal due to

the lack of braking distance by errors in braking or checking

signals. The basic concept of overlap is that control lengths of

continuous block signals overlap each other as much as spe-

cific length.
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Fig. 6 6 Block overlaps in a fixed block system [2, p.7]

As block signal can only be cleared of 'stop' aspect when

all of overlaps following the corresponding block section and

the exit signal of the block section are cleared of train occu-

pancy, a train which approaches a 'stop' aspect signal will al-

ways have clear overlap next to the signal. That is, for blocking

time of overlaps, specifically blocking time of an overlap which

includes a shunting switch within a stop section, another train

path cannot be set which passes the overlap. Overlap can be

cleared after a train has passed the exit signal of the preceding

block section and the route of the block section has been com-

pletely cleared or a train has stopped at the blocked section.

Therefore, blocking time of overlap can be ended when the

blocked section occupied by a train remains occupied. Fig. 7

shows the addition of blocking time of overlap to the blocking

time graph.

Fig. 7 Overlaps in the block time graph [2, p.8]

3. Calculation of Sidetracking Time of Local Trains

To prevent route conflicts between the preceding local train

and following express train in the line of mixed operation, side-

tracking of the local train and overtaking of the express train

are required as shown in Fig .8 at the intermediate station

where a submain line is installed.

Fig. 8 Safety sSafe sidetracking time using blocking time

stairway [1, p.268]

Fig. 8 shows a situation where express train 2 follows local

train 1 in a sing line track. Speed higher than that of train 1 can

be found from the fact that train 2 has narrow blocking time and

gradual slop of train operation line. Although buffer time is placed

between routes of the trains, this time is not enough to clear con-

flict between them. So, train 1 moves to submain line of stop B

and train 2 overtakes train 1, passing through the main line.

In this case, setting minimum headway between local train

and express train in stop B is important to safe operation of

trains and efficient use of railroad facilities. If safe arrival/de-

parture headway is set to be short, route conflicts may occur,

obstructing safe operation and if it is too long, the operation

time of trains decreases and track capacity cannot be used

efficiently. Therefore, minimum headway between trains should

be determined by preventing blocking time stairway and occu-

pying time of overlaps from overlapping and making them con-

tact at minimum one point. As buffer in headway time is added

in actual preparation of operation schedule, headway for safe

arrival/departure between local train and express train should be

set as shown in Fig. 8 while keeping distance between trains

as long as [headway time plus buffer time].

In this case, even if conflicts do not occur as blocking stair-

way diagrams of trains do not overlap in the blocked section

of the stop where operation sequence of two trains is changed,
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blocking time and overlap time according to the signal system

may overlap in the main line. Therefore, train headway should

be determined by considering route conflicts in the main line

before and after the blocked section of the stop where over-

taking occurs.

4. Case Study: Examination on Operation of Local and

Express Trains by Using Overnight Staying Tracks2)

4.1 Line for Examination

As most of Korean urban railroad lines except garages con-

sist of underground or overhead structures, there are limitations

in costs and installation method to install sidetracking lines

necessary for operation of express trains. There are stations in

urban railroad lines for train departure or arrival and these sta-

tions have overnight staying tracks for train parking. These

tracks are used for train parking for night time and also used

to keep train intervals by train departure from intermediate de-

parture stations during dawn. They are also used as return

tracks for trains which has ended operation at intermediate end

stations but are not used during day time which give the possi-

bility of use for sidetracking of local train if express train is

introduced.

This paper has examined the possibility of mixed operation

targeted for SMRT Line 6 if express trains are introduced by

using the existing overnight staying tracks of urban railroad

infrastructure. SMRT Line 6 is a line which connects the north

of Han River horizontally where 28.1km of Bongwhasan to

Eungam section is operated in double line and 7.0km of

Eungam-Dokbawi-Eungam section is operated as a single line

loop. Currently, trains of this line are operated as local trains

which stop at all stations. It takes 57 minutes and 13 minutes to

travel Bongwhasan to Eungam section and Eungam-Dokbawi-

Eungam section, respectively. It takes 2 hours and 7 minutes

for one round travel of Bongwhasan-Eungam-Dokbawi-Eungam-

Bongwhasan.

As shown in Fig. 9, overnight staying tracks of SMRT Line

6 which can be used for sidetracking of local trains are installed

in four locations of Sangwolgok Station, Daeheung to Gongduk

section, Eungam to Saejeol section and Dokbawi Station.3)

2) The result of case examination in this paper is opinion of the author

and may be different from that of SMRT.

3) The turnout direction needs to be changed to ensure that Sangwolgok

Fig. 9 Overnight-staying tracks of SMRT Line 6

Fig. 10 Signaling system of SMRT Line 6

As SMRT Line 6 has different speed codes according to the

location of the preceding train for each track circuit, one speed

code system cannot be defined which is applied to all lines. As

it is difficult to examine speed codes for each track circuit,

however, it is assumed that four blocking (five aspects) signal

system is operated and the absolute stop (R0) blocking section

is overlaps.

4.2 Examination on Sidetracking Time of Local Trains at

Shunting Stations

This paper used Railsys® ver.7.9.14, a program for train op-

eration analysis, to establish the infrastructure of SMRT Line 6

and examine the possibility of mixed operation of local and ex-

press trains.

Fig. 11 and 12 show the result of minimum sidetracking

time calculated for Dokbawi and Sangwolgok Stations where

Station up train (Dolgoji Wolgok) performs sidetracking to over→ -

night staying tracks. Although there is overnight staying tracks in

Hanganjin Station, it is excluded from usable facilities as it is diffi-

cult to install a turnout in the curve section.
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sidetracking of local trains is expected to occur.

- Dokbawi Station(Bulgwang Yeonsinnae)→

Minimum safe arrival: 76 sec, minimum safe departure: 89 sec

Minimum sidetracking time for local trains: 165sec(2 min. 45 sec)

- Sangwolgok Station (Bongwhasan Eungam)→

Minimum safe arrival: 43 sec, minimum safe departure: 42 sec

Minimum sidetracking time for local trains: 85 sec(1 min. 25sec)

Fig. 11 Minimum Sidetracking time at Dokbawi

Fig. 12 Minimum Sidetracking time at Sangwolgok

As shown in Fig. 11 and 12, critical block section of head-

way setting in calculating minimum safe arrival/departure head-

way is block section where blocking time stairways of local

and express trains make contact each other before and after

sidetracking stations (Dokbawi and Sangwolgok Stations).

Therefore, conflicts between trains shall be examined for the

blocking time stairways of all block sections of the sidetracking

stations as well as stops before and after the stations to de-

termine sidetracking time of local trains at sidetracking stations.

4.3 Examination on Possibility of Mixed Operation of Local

and Express Trains

This paper assumes that local and express trains are in-

troduced at the ratio of 1 to 1 to examine the mixed operation

of them for SMRT Line 6. It is also assumed that local trains

keep the existing station stop schedule. Operation time an-

nounced on the SMRT Web site is applied to the operation

time of local train s and for operation time of express trains,

7% of buffer time is added to simulated operation time and

then converted to operation time in the unit of 10 sec for

application.

1) Analysis scenario 1

Scenario 1 assumes that 12 trains depart from Bongwhasan

Station for 1 peak hour with 5 min of average headway.

- Headway between local train and express train: 3min

- Headway between express train and local train: 7min

For operation pattern of express trains for peak time before

noon in scenario 1, stop stations are significantly decreased in

the direction of city center for fast arrival and they are in-

creased or stops are made at all stations in the direction of the

outskirts as shown in Fig. 13.

Fig. 13 Mixed traffic scenario 1 of SMRT Line 6

Local trains stop at all stations and as shown in Fig. 14, local

trains in the direction of Bongwhasan→ Eungam→ Dokbawi

performs sidetracking at Sangwolgok Station and overnight

staying tracks of Gongduk-Daeheung section. In the direction of

Dokbawi→ Eungam→ Bongwhasan, local trains need to avoide
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express trains at Dokbawi Station and overnight staying tracks

of Daeheung to Gongduk section. As the trains in both direc-

tions perform sidetracking in overnight staying tracks of Gongduk-

Daeheung section, it has been found that train operation time

needs to be changed.

Fig. 14 Train schedule according to mixed traffic scenario 1

2) Analysis scenario 2

To prevent conflict due to simultaneous sidetracking of up

and down local trains at Gongduk to Daeheung section, scenar-

io 24) sets operation pattern that trains in the direction of

Bongwhasan Eungam switch the operation method for local→

and express trains at Eungam Station. For operation pattern of

express trains, stop stations are significantly decreased in the

direction of city center and stops are made for up and down

trains at all stations in the direction of outskirts.

Fig. 15 Mixed traffic scenario 2 of SMRT Line 6

4) Number of operations and headway of local and express trains are

the same as in scenario 1.

As in scenario 1, local trains stop at all stations and performs

sidetracking at Sanwolgok Station and Gongduk to Daeheung

section in the direction of Bongwhasan→ Eungam→ Dokbawi

at Dokbawi Station and overnight staying tracks of Daeheung to

Gongduk section in the direction of Dokbawi→ Eungam→

Bongwhasan.

In this method, simultaneous sidetracking of local trains at

overnight staying tracks of Gongduk to Daeheung section was

cleared contrary to scenario 1 to remove conflicts between trains.

Fig. 16 Train schedule according to mixed traffic scenario 2

5. Conclusion and Further Study

To improve competitiveness of public transportation, need to

introduce express trains in urban railroad is being raised. As

most of Korean urban railroad lines are not built for operation

of express trains, there is no sidetracking facilities and a huge

amount of costs are required to install them as most lines con-

sist of underground or overhead structures.
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This paper has examined the possibility of mixed operation

of local and express trains by using the existing overnight stay-

ing tracks of urban railroad. According to the result of adequate

sidetracking time for local trains by using blocking time stair-

way model, it has been found that application of an uniform

sidetracking time to all sidetracking stations is not appropriate

as there is difference in sidetracking time for each location due

to the difference in blocking length around those stations, etc.

It is also necessary to examine the blocking time conflicts of

all block sections including the sidetracking stations as well as

stops before and after those stations in order to determine side-

tracking time which ensures no conflict between trains.

As a case study, one to one mixed operation by using over-

night staying tracks was examined for SMRT Line 6. This pa-

per proposes a method to solve simultaneous sidetracking at

Gongduk to Daeheung section of up and down local trains by

switching the operation method of local/express trains at

Eungam Station. A variety of scenario setting and analysis for

mixed operation should be performed, however, to find an op-

eration method suitable for the corresponding line and it is

judged that the following limitations of this paper should be

cleared by further study.

- Four blocking(five aspects) signal system was applied to

the entire Line 6 but as speed code is different for each

track circuit, detailed signal system should be reflected.

- This paper assumes that buffer time between trains is 30

sec but the application example in actual operation should

be examined and reflected.

- Assumed parameters related to train operation such as

route setting/clearing time, signal aspects check time,

overlap setting and train traction power/braking force

conditions.

- Feasibility of express train introduction should be ensured

by examining the effect of train headway change or train

operations change on train service level for passengers and

profit of the operator.
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